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Abstract
N-way model merging is a key technique for managing software variability, by integrating N concurrent model variants/versions into one. Most
merging techniques are based on three operators: (1) compare, (2) match
and (3) merge. As finding optimal solutions for (2) in terms of matching
precision is NP-hard, many proposals for scalable yet sufficiently precise
matching heuristics exist. However, most approaches are either generic
which obstructs precision if applied to realistic modeling languages, or they
require excessive computational upfront investment already in step (1) to
ensure sufficient precision. We propose an alternative approach for automated construction of precise model merges by focusing on step (3): given
an arbitrarily imprecise matching, we incrementally apply default modelrefactoring operators, as available for most mature modeling languages, to
identify and unify further similarities among initially unmatched model
elements. For those model-refactoring operators to produce correct results
if applied to merged models, we utilize variability encoding as known from
product-line engineering. Our tool implementation supports any EMFcompliant modeling language and is instantiated for UML class diagrams
to demonstrate our methodology. Our evaluation results show that our
technique (a) preserves the precision of near optimal matchings and (b)
remarkably improves the precision of arbitrarily imprecise matchings while
requiring acceptable computational effort.
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1 Introduction
In many modern application domains, software exists in many variants and/or versions.
Model-based engineering offers elaborated techniques and tools to cope with the evergrowing complexity of software due to this inherent variability. N-way model merging
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has become a key technique for variability management, aiming at integrating N often
concurrently developed model variants/versions of the same software into one unified
representation [RC13a]. Classical merge-operators from repository systems like SVN
or GIT usually perform 3-way merging, by actually merging two concurrent variants,
whereas a third variant serves as base model for automating merge decisions in case
of local differences between variants [Men02]. If a merge decision cannot be made
automatically, a merge conflict occurs which requires manual resolution [WLS+ 12].
Obviously, those techniques are insufficient for automated N-way merging of complex
graph-based models with rich semantics (e.g., UML class diagrams). Most recent
approaches for N-way model merging use a combination of three steps/operators: (1)
compare, (2) match, and (3) merge [RC13a]. The computational problem underlying (2)
of finding optimal matchings covering a maximum number of similar elements between
N input models w.r.t. compare metrics of (1) is known to be NP-hard [RC13a]. Many
heuristics have been proposed for computing sufficiently precise N-way matchings
under reasonable effort [WWS+ 17, HWL+ 14, SRA+ 16, MZB+ 15]. Unfortunately,
these approaches are either generic which may, again, compromise the precision when
adapted to realistic modeling languages, or they require excessive computational
upfront investment already during step (1) to ensure sufficient precision in step (2).
Furthermore, after step (2), most approaches devise a basic unify-merge in step (3)
by simply integrating all matched model parts in a "copy-as-is" fashion into one
merged model. Unfortunately, this naive approach often fails to produce useful
representations as it potentially yields syntactically ill-formed and/or semantically
incorrect output models (e.g., in case of merge conflicts). In contrast, lifting offthe-shelf tools for automated software analysis to product-line engineering [TAK+ 14]
usually requires merged models to be at least syntactically well-formed and semantically
sound [RKBL19].
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for the automated construction of
syntactically well-formed and semantically correct, yet precise N-way model merges
incorporating integrated handling of merge conflicts. To this end, we focus on step (3):
given an arbitrarily (im-)precise matching as well as syntactically valid input models,
our framework applies a catalog of model-transformation operators for fully-automated,
yet preferably precise merged representations of all N model variants/versions. For
this purpose, our methodology utilizes default model-refactoring operators, as available
for most mature modeling languages, e.g., UML [SPLTJ01, TS14], EMF [BEK+ 07],
BPMN [WR08] or FODA feature diagrams [SBRCT08a], for identifying and unifying
further similarities among initially unmatched model elements in a merged model.
For model-refactoring operators to produce correct results if applied to unify-merged
models, we utilize the concept of variability encoding from product-line engineering [PS08, vRTS+ 16] to embed variability-information, including conflicting parts,
into merged models. To summarize, we make the following contributions.
• We propose a methodology for automated N-way model merging which does
not depend on the precision of a given matching. Our framework combines
variability-encoding and model-refactoring operators to ensure correctness and
to improve precision of the merged model.
• We present a tool supporting any EMF-compliant modeling language and we
instantiate our methodology for UML class diagrams.
• We provide evaluation results showing that our approach (a) preserves precision
of near optimal matchings and (b) remarkably improves precision of imprecise
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Figure 1 – Class-Diagram Variants of a Banking System.

matchings, both under acceptable computational effort.
We provide our tool and all experiment data on a supplementary web page [acc19].

2 Background and Motivation
Consider the UML class diagrams, (A), (B) and (C) in Fig. 1, each constituting a
variant of a structural specification of a (simplified) banking system [RC13b, ABJ+ 10,
MZB+ 15, DRB+ 13, RCC15].
Class Diagram (A). This variant consists of the classes Bank, Client and Account.
Each Client has an attribute name and owns at least one Account, where each Account
is owned by exactly one Client. A Client is either a single Person or a Company both
identified by their attributes taxNr and vatNr. Each Account consists of a unique id
and a current credit value. Method addAccount of class Client adds further accounts
to a Client and a Client can withdraw money from his/her Accounts.
Class diagram (B). In this variant, the classes Person and Company with their
attributes taxNr and vatNr are replaced by the attribute clNr for identifying clients
and class Client is no longer abstract. In addition, this variant permits multiple Clients
to own the same Account.
Class diagram (C). Here, class Account owns a further attribute limit for overdrawing and method withdraw has been renamed to withdrawMoney.
Semantically, class diagrams specify (potentially infinite) sets of valid instantiations (object diagrams) satisfying all constraints (e.g., cardinality bounds). Due to
similarities among (A), (B) and ( C), some instantiations are equally valid for more
than one variant, whereas others are only valid for one particular variant.
N-Way Model Merging. The goal of N-way model merging is to make explicit
common and variable parts in a given set of N model variants/versions m1 , m2 , . . . mN
by constructing one merged model mh1..N i which contains all input models and (syntactically) unifies similar parts among these models [RC13a]. Most (semi-)automated
model-merging approaches are decomposed into three consecutive steps and respective
operators called compare, match and merge [RC13a]. The compare-step consists of
metrics for measuring the similarity of (subsets of) model elements from different
input models using model-type-specific operators. By Ei , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we denote the
sets of elements of the input models mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N . A Matching M for a set of input
models m1 , m2 , . . . mN then consists of a set of N -tuples T ∈ M with 1 ≤ |T | ≤ N
grouping similar model elements such that (1) every element ei ∈ Ei of each input
model mi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N , is contained in exactly one tuple T ∈ M and (2) each tuple
T ∈ M contains at most one element from each input model. Hence, M constitutes a
partitioning of the union of the sets of model elements of all N input models.
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In our running example, all classes and respective class members having equal
names in (A), (B) and (C) may be matched into the same tuples, whereas elements
with variant-specific elements (e.g., class Person and Company, attribute limit) are
matched as dissimilar into singleton tuples. To match corresponding elements even
after small changes (e.g., association owner or renamed method withdraw ), most
practical approaches [MZB+ 15, WWS+ 17] (also) apply so-called identity-based matching [KKPS12], where compare-metrics utilize (internal) identifiers of model elements
(e.g., as used by modeling tools). Besides name-based and identity-based matching of
major model elements like classes, compare-operators for dependent model elements
like associations further take context-specific information into account (e.g., similarity
of source- and target-classes).
Matching Precision vs. Merge Precision. An optimal (i.e., maximally precise)
matching M groups a maximum number of similar elements (w.r.t. the comparemeasures) shared between all input models. Computing such an optimal matching M
(semi-)automatically is known to be NP-hard [RC13a] in the number N of variants
under consideration and many heuristics have been developed for sufficiently precise,
yet effectively computable N-way matchings [WWS+ 17, HWL+ 14, SRA+ 16]. Unfortunately, these approaches are either generic which may, again, compromise precision
when adapted to realistic modeling languages, or they require excessive computational
upfront investment already during the compare-step.
Concerning the merge-step, precision of the merged models is crucial in various contexts and use cases, e.g., for understanding common and variable parts [EMCLGP09]
or (automated) software analyses [TAKS14, BLL+ 13]. In this regard, different precision criteria may be considered for guiding the merging process. Typically, these
criteria use syntactic model metrics which quantify the succinctness of the merge
result [RC13b, RKBL19]. We assume, without loss of generality, that one key goal of
N -way model merging is to reduce duplications among the merged variants within
the merged model. To this end, unifying similar elements (w.r.t. compare-measures)
as much as possible potentially leads to a optimally precise merged model mh1..N i
(i.e., model elements grouped as similar in an (optimal) matching M are, as far as
possible, also integrated as one unified element into mh1..N i ) [RC13b]. We may characterize precision of a merged model mh1..N i with respect to any given (i.e., arbitrarily
(im-)precise) matching M as
Prec(M, mh1..N i ) =

|M |
,
|Eh1..N i |

by relating the number of tuples in M to the resulting number of elements in the
merged model mh1..N i . Hence, in a precision-preserving merged model mh1..N i for
a given matching M , every tuple T ∈ M is integrated into mh1..N i by exactly one
element eT ∈ Eh1..N i .
Concerning our example, if we count class members, i.e., attributes, associations
and methods (e.g., Account.id, Bank.clients and Client.addAccount) as model elements
then our variants (A), (B) and (C) consist of |EA | = 11, |EB | = 10 and |EC | = 11
elements, respectively. Figure 2 (on the top) depicts a maximally precise merged
model mprhA,B,Ci including all elements of (A), (B) and (C) with |M | = 13 tuples,
where colors are used to relate elements to variants. Hence, Fig. 2 (on the top)
constitutes a precision-preserving merged model for an optimal matching M with
|M |
13
|EmprhA,B,Ci| = 13 = 1.0, resulting from simply unifying each matched element in M
into one element in mprhA,B,Ci . However, this model does not constitute a correct
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Figure 2 – Precise (top, mprhA,B,Ci ) and Imprecise (bottom, mimhA,B,Ci ) N-way unifymerged model of all three variants. Parts common to all three models are denoted in
black, grey parts are shared between two variants. Parts being unique for one variant
are either depicted in blue (A), in green (B), or red (C).

model due to syntactic as well as semantic merge conflicts.
Merge Conflicts. Unify-merging of models m1 , m2 , . . . mN using matching M yields
a model mh1..N i which contains, for each tuple T in M , a model element eT unifying
all elements ei ∈ Ei grouped in T . Such a "copy-as-is" approach frequently fails to
produce useful representations as it potentially yields syntactically ill-formed and/or
semantically incorrect merged models. Hence, for a merged model to constitute a
useful representation, we further require correctness in terms of syntactic validity (i.e.,
conformance to a meta model) and to semantically reflect the input models (i.e., the
set of valid instantiations of the merged model is equivalent to the union of the sets
of valid instantiations of all N model variants). Reconsidering our example in Fig. 2,
we observe several syntactical conflicts as class diagrams do not allow classes to be
both concrete and abstract, references with multiple contradicting properties, and one
method declaration with multiple names. Furthermore adding the new attribute limit
from variant (C) into class Account of the merged model leads a semantic conflict as
new new instantiations can be derived from the merged model, not being valid for
any input model variant. Hence, for ensuring correctness, additional steps may be
required for resolving merge conflicts, by re-separating syntactically or semantically
incompatible elements in mh1..N i , although being grouped in a given matching M .
For instance, in the merged model mimhA,B,Ci in Fig. 2 on the bottom, conflicting
elements have been duplicated to obtain an—at least syntactically—correct merged
|
model. As a consequence, merge precision is decreased to |E|M
= 13
20 = 0.65 as
mim |
similarity information of matching M is not entirely preserved in the merged model.
In addition, semantic conflicts often remain unresolved by most default strategies
using simple duplication: in mimhA,B,Ci the duplication of reference owner from class
Account within the (merged) class Client results in invalid instantiations of class
Account.
To summarize, not only scalability vs. precision, but also correctness vs. precision
are, in general, contradicting goals of N-way model-merging. To tackle these challenges,
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Figure 3 – Conceptual Overview of our Methodology

we propose an alternative approach for incrementally constructing correct and precise
N-way merged models from any given—thus arbitrarily (im)precise— matching M in
a scalable and automated way.
Improving Merge Precision by Model Refactoring. In contrast to all recent
approaches, we focus on the merge-step by incrementally applying as a post-processing
step model-refactoring operators, as being available for most mature modeling languages, to identify and unify further similarities among (initially) unmatched model
elements. Many model-refactoring operators for UML class diagrams aim at factoring
out—and thereby reusing—similar elements among structurally related model parts by
employing built-in generalization constructs such as inheritance [SPLTJ01]. However,
for those operators to be able to automatically detect and apply refactorings within
merged models, those models must be (at least syntactically) correct. For instance, we
may apply the following refactoring operations to both Client classes in mimhA,B,Ci
in Fig. 2 (on the bottom): extractSuperClass(Client,Client,NewSuperCl), pullUpAttribute(name, Client, Client, NewSuperCl), pullUpMethod (addAccount, Client, Client,
NewSuperCl) and pullUpAssociation(accounts, Client, Client, NewSuperCl) to identify and factor out similar elements, thus leading to an improved merge precision
|
13
of |E|M
= 20−3
= 0.76 as compared to 0.65. In contrast, associations clients and
mim |
owner cannot be merged in this way as those elements are duplicated within the
classes Account and Bank. Hence, for model-refactoring operators to be applicable to
a unify-merged model and to produce correct results even in the presence of merge
conflicts, we will utilize the concept of variability encoding as known from product-line
engineering (see Sect. 3). This enables us to also pull up both associations clients
and owner to respective common superclasses of Bank and Account, thus further
|
13
improving merge precision to |E|M
= 17−2
= 0.87. In contrast, some syntactical
mim |
merge conflicts like contradicting multiplicities of reference owner and differing names
of method withdraw cannot be handled this way thus leading to a decreased merge
precision. Nevertheless, as our evaluation results will show (see Sect. 4), this is only
the case for (near) optimal matchings which are usually not available in practice.

3 Improving Precision of N-Way Model Merging
Figure 3 provides a conceptual overview of our methodology. The input consists of a
set of N related models m1 , m2 , . . . mN which are typed over a common meta model
MM and a matching M for these models. The preceding compare- and match-steps
are not shown in Fig. 3 as our methodology works with any given matching (including
the most imprecise one containing only singleton tuples). The merged output model
mh1..N i , also typed over MM, is constructed in two phases, where variability encoding
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(steps (1), (2) and (3) in Fig. 3) is concerned with correctness and model refactoring
(step (4)) is concerned with precision of the merged model. The goals of the four steps
are as follows.
1. Variability Normalization. The Precision of matching M is reduced to a
normalized matching M 0 to be conforming with MM.
2. Unify Merge. A unify-merged model muh1..N i is derived from the normalized
matching M 0 as usual.
3. Variability Encoding. The unify-merged model muh1..N i is enriched by encoding variant/version information to obtain a semantically well-formed merged
model meh1..N i .
4. Model Refactoring. The variability-encoded merged model meh1..N i is incrementally refactored to improve precision while preserving correctness to finally
obtain the merged output model mrh1..N i .
The following sections describe each step in greater detail.

3.1 Variability Normalization
The goal of step (1) is to ensure that for a given N -way matching the resulting merged
model is syntactically well-formed with respect to MM after step (2). This step
consists of a catalog of model-transformation rules for normalizing matching M by
removing all tuples T from M which are not directly unifiable into a unify-merged
model in compliance with MM. All such tuples are replaced by |T | singleton tuples,
each containing one of the matched elements in e ∈ T .
Decomposition. We assume EMOF-based representations of models by means of
abstract syntax graphs constructed by atomic operations [KKT13]. We decompose
input models according to the (generic) element types defined by MM following the
concept of atomic model elements (AME ) [MZB+ 15]. Each AME is either of type
Class (not to be confused with UML classes), Attribute or Reference. Hence, each
node of the abstract syntax graph is represented by a (meta-)class object, each edge
by a Reference object, each attribute by an Attribute object and each element (except
for the root element) references its container element.
Normalization Rules. We define three generic normalization rules, each rule splits
up tuples in the matching by replacing them with respective singleton tuples if
the grouped elements are not unifiable into a syntactically valid merged model. In
particular, tuple T is split up in matching M due to possible merge conflicts originating
from (another) tuple T 0 , if
• the container-elements of all elements in T are not all matched in the same tuple
T 0 ∈ M , or
• the attributes of all container-elements in T are not all matched in the same
tuple T 0 ∈ M (due to different attribute values) or the number of different values
exceeds the upper-bound limit of the attribute type, or
• the references to all source-elements in T are not all matched in the same tuple
T 0 ∈ M (due to different targets) or the number of different targets exceeds the
upper-bound limit of the reference type.
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Figure 4 – Unified Model mu after Steps (1) and (2)

These rules are recursively applied as long as some rule remains applicable.
Given the matching M in Fig. 2 (upper), the following normalization-rule applications are executed, resulting in a normalized matching M 0 . First, the tuple containing
association owner from class Account to class Client is split up due to conflicting
upper bounds (1 vs. *). Similarly, tuples containing classes Client are split up in case
of conflicting values for attribute abstract (true for variant (A) and false, otherwise).
Tuples containing elements related to class Client are thus also split up including each
contained element of Client (i.e., attributes clnr and name, operation addAccount as
well as association accounts to class Account). Further tuples containing references to
Client are then split up as well (i.e., association clients from Bank to Client). Finally,
the tuple containing the methods withdraw and withdrawMoney is split up due to
conflicting names.

3.2 Unify Merge
Each tuple T ∈ M 0 in a normalized matching M 0 is inserted as element eT into a
unify-merged model. In addition, as preparation for step (3), each element ei in
every tuple T ∈ M 0 is tagged with variability information, uniquely identifying the
model variant(s) mi the elements originate from. Technically, we may utilize metainformation capabilities as provided by any mature EMOF-based modeling language
(e.g., instances of (meta-)class Comment in case of UML class diagrams). In the
unify-merged model of our example in Fig. 4, variability information is depicted with
the same colors as in Fig. 2. In product-line engineering, such variability information is
usually represented as presence condition (e.g., propositional formulae over variability
parameters, e.g., Boolean features [CA05]). Although the merged model resulting
from step (1) and (2) is syntactically valid, it may be still semantically incorrect, e.g.,
permitting model instantiations that are not valid for any model variant. For instance,
the merged model in Fig. 4 allows an instance of class Person, which is only valid
for variant (A), to reference an instance of Account incorporating the limit attribute
which is, however, only valid for variant (C). A solution to this problem is the goal of
step (3).

3.3 Variability Encoding
In this step, we employ principles from product-line engineering, called variability
encoding [PS08]. The idea of variability encoding is to integrate variability (meta-
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Figure 5 – VEO for UML Class Properties

)information into variable parts of programs or models by using built-in constructs of
the programming- or modeling-language under consideration. One major advantage of
this approach is that existing state-of-the-art tools and techniques for the development
and analysis of programs/models are likewise applicable to variability-enriched model
variants/versions (e.g., facilitating family-based analysis of entire product families in a
single run [TAKS14]). A disadvantage arises from the additional overhead introduced
by the encoded variability information. For instance, compile-time variability by
means of ifdef macros for conditional compilation as provided by the C preprocessor
can be encoded by regular if statements over variability parameters, thus yielding
run-time variability [vRTS+ 16]. Similarly techniques exist for encoding variability into
others kinds of programs and models, by exploiting respective language constructs for
supporting structured encapsulation and reuse of common and variable parts [EW11].
In particular, UML offers a variety of modeling constructs for expressing common or
variable parts or behaviors (e.g., type hierarchies and inheritance in UML class diagrams
and guarded transitions as well as choice-connectors in UML state machines) [NSC+ 12,
RF11]. Based on those constructs, we consider language-specific variability-encoding
operators (VEOs) to encode variability meta-information of step (2) into the merged
model.
VEOs. Each VEO defines a pattern where the operator can be applied in a merged
model and transformations to encode variability information.
Specifying appropriate (i.e., correct and complete) catalogs of VEOs for a modeling
language is subject to work on product-line engineering and, therefore, not further
discussed in this paper [EW11]. Conversely, each kind of element for which no VEO
can be defined has to be handled by normalization already during step (1). Hence,
the more elements can be handled by encoding variability in the merged model, the
less similarity information from the matching is lost in the final merged model. For
instance, if no VEO is defined for similar, yet differently named methods of matched
classes, the tuple grouping the classes Account has to be split up in step (1) due to
conflicting method names withdraw and withDrawMoney thus causing further tuples to
be split up (e.g., reference accounts from Bank to Account). Hence, if no VEO are
given at all, all tuples are split up into singletons thus leading to the most imprecise
merged model. We, again, consider VEOs to be implemented as graph transformation
rules, allowing a fine-grained and declarative way of specifying change operations,
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including (complex) application conditions and (optional) amalgamation concepts
[HHT96].
VEOs for UML Class Diagrams. We illustrate VEOs for UML class diagrams as
used in our tool and experiments (see Sect. 4). Our VEO catalog for class diagrams
employs inheritance for encoding variability among elements at class level. We present
two exemplary VEOs. The complete catalog as used for the subject systems in our
experiments is available on-line [acc19].
• PushPropertiesToSubClasses. This operator (cf. Fig. 5) encodes variable
properties of classes. The rule searches for all class members annotated with the
same variability information, i.e., which originate from the same sets of variants.
For encoding the variability information, a fresh class is created, whose name
contains the original class name combined with the respective names of the
variants. This new class becomes a direct sublcass of the original class which is
now declared abstract and all class properties shared among the involved variants
are pulled up into the new class.
• RenameNamedElement. This operator performs renaming of NamedElements
to encode variant information following an appropriate naming convention. This
is used, e.g., for Enumerations and Packages not being part of all variants to
ensure uniqueness of name-space declarations.
Rule applications of the complete catalog are orchestrated such that changes are only
performed if necessary (e.g., rule PushPropertiesToSubClasses only creates subclasses
if this has not been done by previous rule applications). Applying our VEOs to the
unify-merged model mu in Fig. 4 results in the variability-encoded unify-merged model
me in Fig. 6. Classes Bank, Client and Account are duplicated for each variant, where
the elements shared by all variants are factored out into a common super-class (e.g.,
reference accounts from Bank to Account as well as the attributes id and credit).
|
Although precision |e|M
= 13
26 = 0.5 of me remains similar to mu , it incorporates
me |
additional overhead for the encoding (i.e., 14 classes instead of 7). Hence, step (1)
may decrease matching- (and therefore merge-) precision, whereas steps (2) and (3)
may increase sizes of merged models in (potentially) unnecessary ways. For instance,
|
for our example in Fig. 6 we have |e|M
= 13
26 = 0.5. The concluding step (4) is
me |
concerned with improving precision and reducing overhead by further transforming
the variability-encoded unify-merged model in a correctness-preserving manner, i.e.,
by factorizing further similarities among variant-specific model parts.
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Account_A_B_C

Account_A_B

{abstract}

{abstract}

id : Int
credit : Double

withDraw
(amount Double)

Account_A

·

Account_C

Account_B

limit : Double
withDraw Money
(amount Double)
[1..*] accounts

Person_A
taxNr : Int
Company_A
vatNr : Int

[1..*] accounts
[1..1] owner

Client_A
{abstract}
addAccount
(account Account_A)

Client_A_B_C
{abstract}
name : String

[1..*] accounts
[1..1] owner

Client_B
addAccount
(account Account_B)

[1..*] owners

Client_C
addAccount
(account Account_C)

Client_B_C
{abstract}
clNr : Int

Figure 7 – Merged Model mr after Refactoring (Excerpt)

3.4 Model Refactoring
The previous step allows us to employ default model-refactoring operators (REF), which
have been extensively studied for various domains and modeling languages [SPLTJ01,
MB05, SBRCT08a, ARK+ 16]. Model-refactoring operators perform semantic-preserving
model transformations, where the goal of most exiting operators is either (1) to improve models w.r.t. structural quality criteria (e.g., coupling/cohesion) and/or (2) to
identify and eliminate duplicated model parts by employing language-specific reuse
constructs. We consider the latter category in step (4) for enhancing merge precision.
Similarity information among model variants as initially provided by groupings of
the matching, but potentially being lost in steps (1) to (3), may be, at least up to a
feasible degree, restored by those operators. In this regard, step (4) can be seen as
a-posteriori compare/match-step to not only preserve, but even improve precision of
initially imprecise or even non-available matchings. However, this novel approach is
only possible in combination with variability information added in steps (2) and (3).
REF for UML Class Diagrams. We utilize well-known refactoring operators [Fow99,
SPLTJ01] for class diagrams, again, defined as graph-transformation rules.
• ExtractSuperClass. If two classes share at least one equal property, then a
fresh common super-class is introduced.
• PullUpProperty. If all subclasses of a common super-class share equal properties, then these properties are moved into the super-class.
• RemoveEmptyClass. If a class has no properties and incoming relations, then
it is deleted from the model.
Similarly to VEOs, each kind of REF is defined for each type of UML model element
(e.g., attributes and methods, see [acc19]).
Again, orchestration of rule applications is required as refactorings may only become
applicable after other ones have been successfully applied (e.g., RemoveEmptyClass
usually requires multiple preceding applications of PullUpProperty). More specifically,
only those empty classes are removed which have been introduced by previous refactorings. For step (4) to yield (presumably) optimally precise results, refactoring rules
are recursively applied as long as at least one rule is applicable.
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An excerpt of the resulting (refactored) merged model mr , consisting of all
changed classes, is depicted in Fig 7. First, attribute name of all class variants
of Client can be pulled up into a (new) common superclass Client_A_B_C and
the same for method addAccount(). Additionally, association clients from all class
variants of Bank to respective variants of Client are extracted to now connect
Bank_A_B_C and Client_A_B_C and, similarly for associations account now
connecting Client_A_B_C and Account_A_B_C. Finally, association owner, attribute clnr and method withdraw() can been extracted into new superclasses. As
|
a result, precision of the refactored model mr is enhanced from |p|M
= 0.65 to
m |
e

|M |
|pmr |

=

13
26−11

= 0.87.

4 Experimental Evaluation
For evaluating our methodology, we investigate the following aspects.
Effectiveness. The main goal of N-way model merging is to match and merge as
many similar elements among the given input models as possible. Hence, we measure
the effectiveness of our approach in terms of the ability to preserve (or even improve)
precision of a matching in the resulting merged model.
Efficiency. To evaluate efficiency, we measure the computational effort as well as
potential overhead introduced by variability encoding and model refactoring.

4.1 Oracles
Although the compare-operator effectively relies on similarity metrics, there exist
no precise and generally accepted operational definition of an optimal matching in
the recent literature. Instead, in the context of (automated) matching approaches
and algorithms, oracles are frequently utilized for evaluating quality of matching
using information retrieval measures [MKB09, KRG+ 13]. To this end, we may define
matching precision as usual by
Prec(M ) =

TP
TP + FP

where TP denotes the number of true positives (matched elements deemed as similar)
and FP denotes the number of false positives (matched elements deemed as dissimilar).
For each of our subject systems, we differentiate whether the used oracle is considered optimal due to identity-based matchings in case of generated/extracted artefacts [LBL+ 14, VHLFF14, MAZ17] or approximate due to being manually created by
the developers [CCGI11] (see Table 1). This allows us to reason about the impact of
the precision quality of given matching on the merge precision.

4.2 Subject Systems
We consider three subject systems, each comprising variants of class-diagrams of
real-world systems from academia and industry (see Table 1). We selected the systems
due to their significantly differing modeling practices and creation processes.
Pick-and-Place Unit (PPU). The PPU represents the domain of industrial production and automation software systems [VHLFF14, LBL+ 14]. The PPU handles
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work pieces consisting of different materials. Due to variable requirements, the PPU
incorporates 13 variants and consists of 418 classes and 969 class members overall.
Barbados Car Crash Crisis Management System (bCMS). The bCMS describes operations of a police and fire department in crisis situations [CCGI11], where
we consider class diagrams denoting the domain and architecture. Due to variable
combinations of several crisis situations and parties involved, the bCMS consists of 15
variants with respective elements. In contrast to the PPU system, methods constitute
the most relevant element type (see last column).
ArgoUML. ArgoUML is an UML modeling tool including all standard UML 1.4
diagrams. We use the reverse-engineered UML class-diagram representation of the
Java implementation [MAZ17]. Here, 7 variants have been extracted by removing
specific features for supporting different UML diagrams (i.e., activity or sequence
diagrams). Due to the enormous size of its Java implementation, the variants contain
more than 10000 classes and 100000 elements.

4.3 Research Questions and Methodology
We consider the
#Elements
following research
Class
Attr
Assoc
Method
System
Oracle
#Models
PPU
Optimal
13
418
309
428
232
questions in our
BCMS
Approx.
15
948
635
184
1675
experiments.
ArgoUML Optimal
7
12270
22172
4851
89566
RQ1 (Precision).
How precise is the
Table 1 – Study Subjects Properties.
merged model resulting from our methodology, as compared to arbitrarily (im-)precise matchings?
RQ2 (Computational Effort). Does our approach scale to large input models for
arbitrarily (im-)precise matchings?
RQ3 (Matching Impact). How does varying precision of the matching impact
computational effort and precision of the merged model?
Methodology. For each type of element (e.g., class members) occurring in our subject
systems, we implemented respective VEO as well as REF as Henshin [ABJ+ 10] graphtransformation rules (see Sect. 3). To obtain meaningful results, we applied the REF
catalog to each input model prior to merging. The matching precision is measured using
respective oracles for each subject system as described earlier. We measure precision of
a merged model with respect to a given matching as described in Sect. 2, by comparing
the number of tuples in the matching with the resulting number of (unified) elements in
the merged model. To this end, we focus on class members (e.g., attributes, associations
and methods) as depicted in Tab. 1. Furthermore, we consider the number of classes
of our merged models to measure the potential overhead [EMCLGP09] introduced
by variability encoding and refactoring, as compared to the unify-merged model.
Regarding computational effort, we consider the overall CPU time as well as CPU time
for each step in Fig. 3. For RQ1, we use three different matching approaches: identitybased (ID), EMFCompare (EMFC ) 1 and similarity-based matching (SIM ) [KKPS12]).
For RQ2, we investigate scalability to real-world sized models by considering PPU
and bCMS. Furthermore, due to its reverse-engineered nature and enormous size,
we use ArgoUML to investigate limitations of our approach. Regarding RQ3, we
(randomly) split up tuples in our matchings into singletons to artificially decrease
matching precision, where we either preserve up to 50% of tuples as compared to the
1 https://www.eclipse.org/emf/compare/
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System

PPU

bCMS

ArgoUML

Matching
Approach
Precision

# Class Members
MAT
UNI
REF

Merging Precision
UNI
REF

ID
SIM
EMFC

1.00
0.67
0.15

69
93
451

125
323
451

79
79
79

0.55
0.21
0.15

0.87
0.87
0.87

OR50
Empty

0.48
0.00

171
686

171
686

91
662

0.40
0.10

0.76
0.11

ID
SIM
EMFC

1.00
0.51
0.29

604
1023
428

2018
1245
2058

339
332
341

0.30
0.48
0.29

1.78
1.81
1.77

OR50
Empty

0.39
0.00

2019
2310

2019
2310

339
2310

0.29
0.26

1.78
0.26

ID

1.00

16917

16952

16301

0.98

0.99

Table 2 – Effectiveness Results (RQ1 / RQ3).

oracle (OR50 ) or split up all tuples (Empty). We do not split up tuples which are
needed, e.g. the container package(s) as well as data types, and subsequently split up
tuples during normalization as described in Sect. 3, which may result in a matching
precision less than 50 percent. All experiments have been executed on a Linux 4.18
machine with Intel Core i7-6700K and 16GB of RAM.

4.4 Results and Discussion
The results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3. The first three columns denote
input parameters as well as matching precision, the following columns depict the
number of elements (e.g., class members or classes) of matchings (MAT) and merged
models (UNIfied, ENCoded, REFactored). The remaining columns denote merging
precision or CPU time of each step in Fig. 3 as well as overall time.
RQ1. Our evaluation results show that the normalization step for resolving syntactic
merge conflicts reduces the precision of matchings, thus resulting in more class members
as compared to the matching (see column UNI in Table 2). However, the subsequent
refactoring increases the precision, again, to a similar or even better precision in the
merged model in all cases (see bold numbers in column REF ). Moreover, even in
case of matchings with low precision (e.g., EMFC in case of PPU), the refactored
merged model contains the same or a similar number of class members (79 for PPU,
339/332/341 for bCMS) compared to the best available matching (oracle), thus leading
to a remarkable precision improvement (up to a factor of 1.81 in case of bCMS). To
summarize, the precision of matchings is either preserved in case of (usually unavailable)
optimal matchings or improved by our methodology in case of realistic matchings
(bold numbers in Table 2).
RQ2. We observe overall CPU times ranging from 11 seconds to 17 minutes (for
PPU). In particular, most of the CPU time is consumed by encoding and refactoring
(more than 90 percent on average), whereas the effort for normalization and unifymerge is not relevant in most cases. More specifically, although steps (1) to (3)
are finished in reasonable time for ArgoUML, refactoring took more than 3 hours
even for optimally precise identity-based matchings, due to many possible refactoring
applications regarding methods. CPU time naturally increases in case of matchings
with (artificially) decreased precision as they impose additional effort throughout all
steps. To sum up, our approach scales to input models of realistic sizes, although to a
lesser extent in case of imprecise matchings or enormous class diagrams.
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PPU

bCMS

ArgoUML

Approach

UNI

# Classes
ENC
REF
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Time Consumption for each Step (s)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Sum

ID
SIM
EMFC

70
55
37

194
219
205

263
476
579

2.9
4.3
4.3

0.3
0.3
0.3

4.2
12.9
29.9

3.5
62.4
158.0

11
80
192

OR50
Empty

70
418

202
418

305
439

0.4
2.9

0.4
0.4

6.4
257.9

7.8
795.8

15
1057

ID
SIM
EMFC

620
436
633

1085
916
1083

2902
1946
2940

12.6
9.8
13.8

0.6
0.4
0.6

472.2
223.2
461.6

11.0
7.1
10.7

496
241
487

OR50
Empty

685
948

1085
1109

2902
1089

2.5
5.2

0.6
0.6

470.8
718.0

11.0
19.0

485
743

ID

1782

1836

2732

123.8

23.5

2221.5

11916.1

14285

Table 3 – Efficiency Results (RQ2 / RQ3).

RQ3. The output merged models are affected by matchings in two ways. First,
merging precision is obstructed by significantly (i.e., artificially) imprecise matchings
(see Table 2 Empty), as compared to realistic matchings (see ID, SIM and EMFC ).
Second, the additional overhead due to variability encoding and refactoring strongly
correlates with precision of the matching (see Table 3), especially in case of realistic
matchings (e.g., EMFC or SIM ). For example, although the refactored merged model
of PPU incorporates the same number of class members for all three realistic matchings
(see Table 2), the number of classes (see column REF in Table 3) differs significantly.
Computational effort also highly depends on the precision of the matching which
especially includes the number of the usually very costly model-transformation rule
applications performed in steps (3) and (4). In addition, in case of empty matchings,
step (4) has the obligation to actually mimic the missing a-priori N -way matching
procedure in an a-posteriori manner, thus naturally causing high computational effort.
To conclude, our evaluation results show that for realistic matchings (e.g., provided
by EMFC) and for reasonable artificially created imprecise matchings (OR50 ), our
methodology a) produces equally precise merged models at the expense of additional
overhead and b) scales to families of real-world input models. However, we may
conclude that our tool is aiming at batch scenarios rather than online usage.

4.5 Threats to Validity and Limitations
Our selection of subject systems may threaten validity and generalizability of our results.
Although we limit ourselves to three application domains and creation processes, we
expect similar results for other domains and modeling languages as all steps of our
approach are generic and/or easily adaptable. To this end, we plan to investigate the
adaptions required for applying our approach to other modeling languages and domains
(e.g., FODA feature diagrams [SBRCT08b] or BPMN [WR08]). Furthermore, our
catalog of VEO and REF operators also constitutes a possible threat to validity, as the
catalog may (1) be over-fitted to our subject systems and/or (2) contain error-prone
operators. Concerning (1), further rules can be easily integrated into our approach on
demand. Concerning (2), syntactical correctness has been intensively validated during
the implementation of graph transformation rules in the Henshin [ABJ+ 10] framework,
whereas for semantical correctness, we have to rely on the respective domain experts to
specify correct VEOs. In contrast, we can rely on existing and well-elaborated REFs.
Although the design and application of refactorings may not be straightforward in all
environments and domains [KS08], further pre- and postconditions as well as different
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possible refactoring solutions are beyond the scope of this paper. So far, we solely
investigated class members as well as the number of classes in our resulting merged
model for reasoning about the precision and overhead introduced by our approach.
As a future work, we plan to additionally consider a) structural quality metrics
(e.g., coupling and cohesion) [GPC05] as well as b) (human) comprehensibility of the
resulting merged models [EMCLGP09]. In addition, we are interested in comparing
the potential overhead caused by our approach for improving imprecise matches to the
effort required for the a-priori computation of optimally precise matches [RKBL19].
Although our approach can handle arbitrarily (imprecise) matchings, we have to
assume input models to be at least syntactically and semantically correct. Finally,
our catalog of normalization- and encoding-rules can be adapted for supporting OCL
constraints which are currently not yet supported.

5 Related Work
Model Merging in Version Management. In version management and collaborative software development, 3-way merging is an established standard [Men02]. However,
the application scenarios of 3-way merging are usually different from ours as it mostly
deals with inconsistent models and/or models without well-defined semantics, thus
usually working on purely syntactical level. Merge conflicts are generally interpreted
as the result of flawed work-flows (e.g. unsynchronized concurrent changes), which are
therefore resolved interactively [WLS+ 12] or automatically [DRV+ 16]. The merging
of models imposes further challenges w.r.t. syntactic correctness and for displaying
conflicts using concrete syntax [ASW09, Wes14]. Thus 3-way merging is not suitable
for our use case of model integration. In contrast to our approach, imprecise matchings
generally lead to equally imprecise and/or conflicting merges which have to be resolved
manually.
N-way Model Merging. Several approaches have been proposed in recent past for
constructing merged models from N existing variants. A generic problem statement is
presented in [RC13a] and instantiated for UML class diagrams and state machines.
Similarly, Martinez et al. present a generic framework for constructing (or extracting)
merged models from a set of model variants [MZB+ 15]. The authors introduce several
operators which can be implemented in a domain-specific may, similar to compare,
match and merge operators [RC13a]. Both approaches construct merged models
from which all variants are derivable again by removing or adding those parts which
are (not) present in the respective variant. However, these approaches do not focus
on constructing syntactically well-formed and semantically correct merged models
as done by using variability encoding in our approach. Holthusen et al. [HWL+ 14]
reverse-engineer variability in families of block diagrams based on syntactical data-flow
structures, whereas Wille et al. [WTS+ 16] consider a model-based representation of
object-oriented source code. In [SRA+ 16], similarity among structural sub-patterns
in families of graph-transformation rules are exploited and matched/merged for rule
variants [SRCT15]. In addition, variability information is preserved similar to our
unified model after step (2), but the nature of the models considered is different to
our generic approach as this work is focussed on graph-transformation rules. Ryssel et
al. [RPK12] extract commonalities in MATLAB libraries and reuse them by integrating
the libraries into the original variants. Finally, in [NSC+ 12], state-charts are merged
using UML variability constructs, e.g. guarded transitions, which is similar to our
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variability encoding step. In contrast, their merge step does not compensate for
imprecise matchings, thus potentially resulting in imprecise merged models.
To summarize, all existing approaches are not directly adaptable to precise N -way
Model merging, regardless of the precision of the matching as in our approach.

6 Conclusion
We proposed a novel N -way model-merging methodology for EMF-compliant models
by combining variability encoding and model refactoring. Our approach receives as a
set of model variants to be integrated into one merged output model together with a
matching. We preserve or even improve precision of arbitrary (im)precise matchings,
and, at the same time, ensure syntactic well-formedness as well as semantic correctness
of the merged model. As a future work, we plan to investigate potentials for generalizing
our approach by developing additional catalogs of VEO and REF operators for other
modeling languages and domains (e.g. UML state machines and FODA feature models).
Regarding improvements of the variability-normalization step, we plan to further split
up tuples with respect to the properties of their shared elements, instead of simply
proceeding with (potentially unnecessarily imprecise) singleton tuples as done in our
current work. Furthermore, we are interested in reducing the computational effort
by explicitly controlling applications of REF operations. To this end, we plan to
further exploit the (encoded) variability information (e.g., for prioritizing refactoring of
properties shared by many variants). Finally, we further plan to investigate the impact
of our approach to structural model-quality metrics as well as on the comprehensibility
of the resulting merged model.
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